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Highlights 

 Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) monitors lipid 

oxidation in oil-in-water (o/w) emulsions without lipid extraction 

 Correlate spectral changes to conjugated diene values using partial least squares 

regression (PLSR) models 

 Fast extraction of lipids to measure oxidation using peroxide value (PV), conjugated diene 

(CD) value, and thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARs) in oil-in-water 

emulsions 

ABSTRACT 
Oxidation of omega-3 fatty acids is a major limitation on its enrichment in food and beverages. 

An efficient and simple method to monitor lipid oxidation in complex systems is essential to 

limit lipid oxidation during formulation and processing. Fish oil-in-water emulsions (20% v/v) 

were exposed to iron or free radical initiated oxidation. Conjugated dienes (CDs) were rapidly 

measured using a previously developed fat extraction method. Fourier transform infrared 

(FTIR) spectroscopy has been used to directly record chemical changes occurring during 

oxidation. Variations were noticed in different spectral regions despite the presence of broad 

water bands near 3400 and 1640 cm−1. Partial least squares regression (PLSR) revealed 

correlations between CD values and full FTIR spectra (4000–600 cm−1), and different spectral 

regions (e.g., 1800–1500 cm−1, 1500–900 cm−1). These correlations confirm that FTIR 

spectroscopy is a rapid and simple method for measuring lipid oxidation in complex foods 

without prior fat extraction. 
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1. Introduction 

Consumption of -3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) is linked to improved human 

health. PUFAs play an important role during the development of the nervous system and in 

preventing cardiovascular diseases. While fish contains huge amounts of -3 PUFAs, 

increasing dietary fish consumption failed to provide the recommended levels of -3 fatty 

acids. Thus, functional food, containing -3 lipids, became one of the fastest growing food 

product categories in the US and Europe. A prerequisite for successful development of foods 

enriched with -3 PUFAs is the prevention of lipid oxidation (Walker et al., 2015). Lipid 

oxidation leads to product degradation, off-flavors, and other sensory alterations, which reduces 

consumer acceptance. Some lipid oxidation products are toxic for humans. The research 

enabling safe omega-3-product developments need fast and simple analytical tools. 

Formulated foods often contain a lipid phase dispersed in an aqueous medium. Thus, they 

can be described as oil-in-water (o/w) emulsions (milk, cream, mayonnaise, sauces, and 

dressings). Hence, monitoring lipid oxidation in o/w emulsions is of great interest. The 

mechanism of o/w oxidation is more complicated than oxidation in bulk oil. The oil–water 

interface is a place where both water- and oil-soluble prooxidants and antioxidants can interact. 

An accurate and rapid analytical method to assess oxidation directly in emulsion is urgently 

required. 

Infrared spectroscopy is based on the interaction between electromagnetic radiation and 

material. Energy absorbance depends on the molecules’ functional groups; thus, qualitative and 

quantitative determination of organic compounds can be achieved. Fourier transform infrared 

(FTIR) spectroscopy is well known as a fast, nondestructive, and simple analysis that does not 

require sample preparation or use of organic solvents. Recent developments in FTIR 

spectroscopy resulted in an increase of its application for edible oil and fat analysis. It has been 

used to determinate fatty acid composition (Kim et al., 2007), perform adulteration studies 

(Vlachos et al., 2006), and measure lipid oxidation in bulk oil (Borchman & Sinha, 2002; 

Klaypradit et al., 2011; Lerma-García et al., 2011; Setiowaty & Che Man, 2003). The close 

relationships between specific infrared bands and lipid oxidation have been proved for a broad 

range of edible oils, such as sesame, sunflower, corn, soybean, and olive oils (Guillen & Cabo, 

2000). Several predictions of oxidation markers (e.g., PV (Klaypradit et al., 2011),  TBARs 

(Setiowaty & Che Man, 2003), and p-anisidine value (Klaypradit et al., 2011)) were 

accomplished when applying multivariate analysis such as PLSR on FTIR spectroscopy data. 

Although there are many reports on bulk oil oxidation, only a few studies analyzed oil 



oxidations in emulsions, despite its importance for food applications (BELHAJ et al., 2010; 

Guzun-Cojocaru et al., 2011; Hayati et al., 2005; Nalur & Decker, 1994). These emulsion 

oxidation studies depend on a fat extraction step prior to analysis. Fat extraction is time-

consuming. Thus, the standard methods (CD, PV, and p-Anisidine value for example) cannot 

be done simultaneously with the spectroscopic measurement, which makes it impossible to 

correlate the extracted molecules and their spectroscopic signal. Moreover, the extraction 

process can introduce errors in the determination of degree of oxidation when it is not done 

consistently and efficiently (Coupland & McClements, 1996; Velasco et al., 2008). 

𝜔-3 PUFA including food formulations contain trace amounts of iron or are even fortified 

with iron (e.g., baby food, milk, clinical and sports nutrition). Metal ions (M) (such as copper 

and iron) are well known as catalyst of lipid oxidation even at trace levels (Frankel, 2015). 

Several studies connected iron to lipid oxidation (Choe et al., 2014; Guzun-Cojocaru et al., 

2010; Mei, Decker, et al., 1998; Mei, McClements, et al., 1998; Nuchi et al., 2001). 

Artificial radical initiators such as azo compounds (A-N=N-A) can also induced lipid oxidation. 

These compounds decompose thermally to produce two radicals (A•) and Nitrogen (1). A• reacts 

with oxygen, and generate peroxyl radicals (AO•
2) (2).These radicals induce lipid oxidation by 

hydrogen atom abstraction (3) (Burini, 2007; Frankel, 2015). 

A–N=N–A 
∆
→ 2 A•+ N2 (1) 

A•+ O2 → AO•
2 (2) 

LH + AO•
2 → L•+ AOOH (3) 

The objective of our study is to develop a fast extraction method for fats that allows 

simultaneous measurement of oxidation level using a reference method and recording of FTIR 

spectra. Monitoring lipid oxidation can be done by measuring primary or secondary oxidation 

products. PV and CD methods quantify the content of peroxides (primary oxidation products). 

P-Anisidine Value (pAV) and (TBARs) are used for secondary oxidation products, mainly 

aldehydes. We focus on the beginning of the oxidation. Therefore, peroxides content was 

evaluated by measuring CD value. We then use PLSR to highlight correlations between 

attenuated total reflectance (ATR)–FTIR spectra and CD values. Finally, we monitor iron- or 

radical-induced lipid oxidation in a model o/w emulsions directly. 



2. Materials and methods 

Refined tuna oil was produced and supplied by ZOR (A Cargill Company, Zaandam, The 

Netherlands). Tuna oil was bubbled with and stored under nitrogen (headspace) in small 

containers (1 L) at −20 °C. Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) (CAS Number 57-

09-0) was used as surfactant for emulsion preparation (purity 99%). For oxidation initiation, 

ferrous sulfate heptahydrate (CAS Number 7782-63-0) and 2,2-

azobis(2\methylpropionamidine)dihydrochloride (AAPH) (CAS Number 2997-92-4) were 

added. The chemicals used for fat extraction and for measurement of CDs were 2,2,4-

trimethylpentane (CAS Number 540-84-1), 2-propanol (CAS Number 67-63-0), and sodium 

chloride (CAS Number 7647-14-5). All chemicals were analytical grade and purchased from 

Merck Sigma-Aldrich (Munich, Germany). 

2.1. Emulsion preparation and oxidation conditions 

O/w emulsions were prepared using a two-stage process. First, 20% (v/v) tuna oil and 

80% (v/v) buffer solution (10 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 7), 0.7% (w/v) CTAB 

(cetyltrimethylammonium bromide) as emulsifier) were blended three times, for 1 min each 

time, at 20,500 rpm using a rotor/stator homogenizer (Ultra Turrax® T25; IKA-Labortechnik, 

Munich, Germany). The coarse emulsion was then homogenized four times at 35 MPa using a 

microfluidizer (LM10; Microfluidics, Westwood, MA, USA) (Guzun-Cojocaru et al., 2011). 

No bubbling or purging with nitrogen was done, and oxygen from the air was uncontrolled 

during homogenization. Twenty mL of each emulsion were transferred into 100 mL capped 

bottles. For radical initiation, 2 g of AAPH (10% w/v final concentration) was mixed for 10 min 

into 20 mL of emulsion. Then emulsions were kept at 40 °C to ensure decomposition of AAPH 

into reactive radicals (Burini, 2007; Frankel, 2015). For iron initiation, a volume ( twenty / two 

microliters) of sulfate iron solutions (1 M / 0.1M), were added to 20 mL of emulsion to obtain 

final concentrations of 10−3 M and 10−5 M iron (II) respectively, which were kept at 25°C. 

Samples were covered with aluminum foil to prevent light exposure. At least two repetitions of 

each set of samples were prepared. 

2.2. Rapid fat extraction method 

Measuring CD values is one of the most used methods to evaluate lipid oxidation in its 

early stages. However, CD value determination requires lipid extraction for complex matrices, 

such as o/w emulsions. For an accurate evaluation of oxidation, this extraction should be 

efficient and reproducible (Velasco et al., 2008). 



The efficiency of the solvent extraction depends on the polarity of the lipid present 

compared with the polarity of the solvent. In this method, a mixture of isooctane/2-propanol 

(3:1) ensured a total fat extraction. Cesa et al.(2012) showed that an extraction using only a 

nonpolar solvent, such as hexane, not only gives very low yields, but also tends to overestimate 

oxidation levels: i.e., hexane can selectively extract surface fat that is most exposed to oxygen 

(Cesa et al., 2012). In addition, this solvent blend is safer for users than hexane–

dichloromethane or chloroform–methanol mixtures (the Folch method (Folch et al., 1957)). 

After adding this binary solvent mixture to the emulsions, salt was added (sodium 

chloride) to speed up the process of phase separation. Based on the Derjaguin–Landau–

Verwey–Overbeek theory, the stability of a colloidal system is the result of an equilibrium 

between the electrostatic and the van der Waals interactions acting on particles (Ohshima, 

2014). It is well known that adding a high concentration of salt provides a high ionic strength 

to the system. This variation influences the double-layer interactions on the surface of droplets, 

which decreases the repulsive forces between them. Once the repulsive interaction is lowered, 

the particles can overcome the energy barrier and collide (Adair et al., 2001). The coalescence 

phenomena are then faster and more efficient, which results in a clear fat separation. This 

method can separate lipid/water phases using small amounts of sample and organic solvents. It 

does not require expensive equipment, such as a centrifuge or a vacuum evaporator, and it can 

be done in less than 3 minutes. 

Aliquots of 0.2 mL were added to 1 mL of isooctane/2-propanol (3:1) solution (Young-

Je Cho et al., 2002) and 0.024 g of sodium chloride in a 5 mL plastic tube. The mixture was 

vortexed for 1 min and left to stand for 1 min for phase separation. 

2.3. Determination of CDs 

CDs are considered primary products of peroxide oxidation:  

R-CH=CH-CH2-CH=CH–R + ●O–O●  R–CH=CH–CH=CH–COO●–R. 

CDs were measured according to the AOCS official method Ti 1a-64 (AOCS, 2009) with 

some modifications. A volume of 20 - 50 L of the upper layer was diluted in isooctane, and 

absorbance spectra were recorded between 200 and 300 nm using an UV-Vis spectrophotometer 

(UVmc ®, SAFAS, Monaco) with a data interval of 1 nm and a band path of 2 nm. Pure 

isooctane was used as a reference. The value of CDs was expressed in millimoles of equivalents 

peroxide (LH) per kilogram of oil (mmol eq LHkg−1
oil) using a molar extinction coefficient of 

27,000 M−1cm−1 (Lethuaut et al., 2002) at 233 nm. 



2.4. Physical stability of the emulsion 

The physical stability of emulsions was measured using a TurbiscanTM LAB 

(Formulaction, Toulouse, France). The Turbiscan is equipped with a pulsed near-infrared light 

source ( = 880 nm) and two synchronous detectors for transmittance (at 180°) and 

backscattering (at 45°), which move up and down along a cylindrical glass tube containing the 

sample. Data were collected every 40 m. The light flux pattern as a function of the sample 

height was collected during storage. Changes in the backscattered light can reveal 

destabilization mechanisms such as creaming, sedimentation, flocculation, and coalescence. 

2.5. FTIR measurements 

A FTIR spectrometer (Model Spectrum 65; PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) coupled 

to an ATR accessory (ZnSe crystal) was used to measure oxidation in o/w emulsions. 

Each sample (20 L of oil-in-water emulsion, =20% v/v) was spread directly on the 

crystal surface and the absorbance spectrum was collected. A dry and empty ATR cell was used 

as a reference. The ATR spectra were averaged over 16 scans in the range of 4000– 600 cm−1 

and recorded with a resolution of 4 cm−1. All analyses were carried out at room temperature. 

The crystal was cleaned with ethanol and water. 

2.6. Chemometrics analysis 

Data were analyzed using Unscrambler® X software (version 10.5; CAMO Software, 

Oslo, Norway) (Esbensen, 2012). PLSR was used to show correlations between the FTIR 

spectra features and CD values obtained by the standard reference method. 

PLSR models the relationship between a set of predictor variables (X; the FTIR spectra) 

and a set of responsive variables (Y; measured CD values). PLSR helps to analyze data with 

many noisy, collinear, and even incomplete X and Y variables (Wold et al., 2001). ATR-FTIR 

data presents many common artifacts related to physical states of samples (particle size, 

homogeneity level…) or to instrument limitations (low signal, scattering…) (Engel et al., 2013; 

L. C. Lee et al., 2017). Pretreatment of spectral data is crucial for such interferences. Different 

approaches to select pretreatment strategies can be used or combined (Engel et al., 2013). In 

this study, visual inspection was first done by overlapping o/w emulsions spectrums. Scatter 

effect and baseline shift were noticed. Therefore, descriptive analysis were applied on spectral 

data. This analysis provided maximum, minimum, standard deviation and others statistics 

parameters for each wavenumber. Large variation (standard deviation) was seen all over the 

spectrum. This phenomena could be a sign of scatter effect (Engel et al., 2013). Several 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/backscattering


preprocessing tools were tested (see supplementary data A). Standard Normal Variate (SNV) 

followed by baseline correction were chosen. 

SNV aims to subtract the spectrum mean from each spectral variable (centering spectral 

values) and subsequently divides that value by the standard deviation of the spectrum (scaling 

spectral values) (Dhanoa et al., 1994; Engel et al., 2013). This tool limited larger variations in 

regions of interest (listed in table 1 and related to lipid oxidation). Based on that, SNV and 

baseline correction were applied on raw spectral data. 

Three sets of 25, 27, and 25 samples were selected for establishing calibration models to 

ensure the incorporation of all acceleration conditions used in this work, i.e. 10−3 M Fe2+, 10-5 M 

Fe2+ and 10% AAPH (a water-soluble azo radical initiator), respectively. The coefficient of 

determination (R2) and the root mean square error of calibration (RMSEC) were used to 

evaluate the performance of each model. To assess the feasibility of the calibration model, 

cross-validation was applied because of the limited number of samples. Moreover, the number 

of PLSR factors was chosen based on the minimum root mean square error of cross-validation 

(RMSECV) (Esbensen, 2012). A model was considered good when it has the higher coefficient 

of determination (R2), the lowest root mean square error of calibration (RMSEC) and validation 

(RMSEV) and the closer RMSEC and RMSEV with the minimal number of factors (Brereton, 

2006; Cebi et al., 2017; Westad & Marini, 2015). 

3. Results 

3.1. Changes in infrared spectra during oxidation 

Before the analysis of oil oxidation kinetics, the physical stability of the emulsion was 

verified to ensure reproducibility of the FTIR method. During storage, the model emulsion 

prepared with the surfactant CTAB was fully physically stable. The FTIR spectra of the o/w 

emulsion (20% oil) were recorded in the range of 4000–600 cm−1. Spectral changes were similar 

for all oxidations conditions. Both types of initiation lead to the same oxidation products: alkyl 

and peroxyl radicals (L• and LOO•). These reactive radicals abstract hydrogen atoms from other 

unsaturated fatty acids to form hydroperoxides (LOOH). Subsequently, LOOH decompose into 

secondary products (ketones, aldehydes, ethers and alkanes…) (Frankel, 2015). However, when 

radical initiator was used, a peak near 1697 cm-1 was noticed. This band could be attributed to 

–NH2 group of AAPH (see supplementary data B). Figure 1 shows an overlay of emulsion 

spectra oxidized using 10−3 M iron (II) over 15 days of storage in the dark with contact with air 



headspace (emulsion occupied  approximately one fifth of the volume of a jar closed with a 

screw cap) at room temperature. 

 

Figure 1. Infrared spectra recording of oil-in-water emulsion. (a) FTIR spectra of oil-in-

water emulsions (20% fish oil) during 15 days of oxidation using 10−3 M iron (II) in the dark, 

at room temperature; (b) Zoom in at region 3070–2800 cm−1; (c) Zoom in at carbonyl band 

around 1800–1500 cm−1. 

The major changes in the FTIR spectra are summarized in Table 1. The hydroxyl region 

spreads between 3700–3100 cm−1. It contains the stretching vibrations of OH from water, 

hydroperoxides (LOOH, primary products of lipid oxidation), and their breakdown products 

(aldehydes, alcohols, and ketones). This band remains unaltered in the first stage of oxidation. 

After 13 days, a slight increase in this range was noticed, which results from the formation of 

hydroperoxides. Belhaj et al. 2010, described the same phenomena during the thermal oxidation 

of salmon oil, but it was more pronounced because of the absence of huge amounts of water 

(BELHAJ et al., 2010). In the present work, the high water content of the emulsion (80% v/v) 

restricts the use of this region (3700–3100 cm−1) to record oxidation kinetics by classical FTIR. 



Figure 1b shows a weak band at 3012 cm−1. The decrease of this band is associated with 

a decrease of the C–H stretching vibration of the cis-double bond (C=C) (Guillen & Cabo, 

2000). The frequency of this band, as described in the literature, ranges between 3006 and 3009 

cm−1. The shift can be explained by the different fatty acid compositions and degrees of 

unsaturation of the used oil. Once lipids are oxidized, the cis-double bond rearranges to form a 

trans-double bond, resulting in the decrease of the band at 3012 cm−1 (Borchman & Sinha, 

2002; Guillen & Cabo, 2000; Hayati et al., 2005). The bands at 2925 and 2852 cm−1 were related 

to asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of methylene (–CH2) and methyl (–CH3), 

respectively (Cebi et al., 2017; Hayati et al., 2005; Vlachos et al., 2006). 

Table 1. Major ATR-FTIR bands changing during oxidation 

Wavenumber (cm−1) Assignment Changes 

3700–3100 Hydroxyl region (peroxide, water) Slight increase 

3012 Cis-double bond –HC=CH (loss) Decrease 

1747 Carbonyl group –C=O (ester) Decrease 

1452 Methylene and methyl bending –CH2,–CH3 

bending 

Increase 

1377 Methylene and methyl bending –CH2,–CH3 

stretching 

Increase 

1161 Carbonyl group –C–O Increase 

968 Trans-double bond –HC=CH–(formation) Increase 

 

The band near 1747 cm−1 (Figure 1c) was attributed to the stretching vibrations of the 

carbonyl group of triglyceride esters (–C=O) (Cebi et al., 2017; Guillen & Cabo, 2000; Hayati 

et al., 2005; Klaypradit et al., 2011). This band should increase during the oxidation process; 

however, this band was not found in our study. This can be explained by the fact that other 

bands (1725 and 1705 cm−1), which are related to the formation of aldehydes and ketones, 

respectively, overlapped with the band at 1747 cm−1 and decreased its intensity as oxidation 

advanced. Similar changes were reported for thermal oxidation of palm kernel olein, soybean 

oil (Hayati et al., 2005), and corn oil (Vlachos et al., 2006). In the same region, a strong band 

at 1644 cm−1 can be identified as C–H bending vibrations of methylene, overlapping with the 

O-H deformation of water present in the system. It may also contain the symmetrical stretching 

vibrations of conjugated C=C at 1634 cm−1 (Hayati et al., 2005). An interpretation of the spectra 

near 1640 cm−1 regarding oxidation over time was not trivial because of overlapping peaks. 



The fingerprint region at 1500–900 cm−1 enclosed: the CH2 bending band at 1452 cm−1, 

and the C–O/CH2 stretching and bending band at 1161 cm−1 (Cebi et al., 2017; Hayati et al., 

2005). The intensity of these bands increased during oxidation because of the decomposition of 

hydroperoxides through the -scission mechanism (Frankel, 2015; Hayati et al., 2005). The 

band at 1377 cm−1 was identified as C–H bending vibrations of methyl groups. Another 

important band is the one at 968 cm−1, which corresponds to the C–H out-of-plane deformation 

vibration of trans-double bonds. Its frequency increases during oxidation (cis-double bonds of 

unsaturated fatty acids undergo isomerization to the trans-form) (Borchman & Sinha, 2002), 

(Cebi et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2007). 

3.2. CDs as reference method 

Measurement of CD values was chosen to monitor primary products of lipid oxidation. It 

has been privileged on PV which requires more time and solvents. During storage, all samples 

showed increased CD content (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Changes in Conjugated diene values of 20% oil-in-water emulsions. Emulsions: 

(▪) control (no iron added), () with 10−5 M Fe (II) (n = 3 SD) and (●) 10−3 M Fe (II) (n = 2 

SD), were kept at room temperature. 

 

While the induction time for control emulsions was around seven days, the emulsions 

with iron (II) showed a very short lag phase of one and three days for 10−3 and 10−5 M Fe2+, 

respectively. This is closely linked to the prooxidant effect of iron on lipid oxidation. As 

described by Frankel, trace amounts of heavy metals accelerate the rates of lipid oxidation 

through two pathways (Frankel, 2015): electron transfer (a) and formation of metal–oxygen 
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complexes or metal–hydroperoxide complexes (M–HOOL) that catalyze autoxidation and 

decomposition by one electron redox reactions (b). 

𝑀(𝑛+1)+ + 𝐿𝐻 →  𝑀𝑛+ +  𝐿∙ +  𝐻+(𝑎) 

𝑀𝑛+ + 𝐿𝑂𝑂𝐻 →  𝑀(𝑛+1)+ +  𝐿𝑂∙ +  𝑂𝐻−(𝑏) 

𝑀(𝑛+1)+ + 𝐿𝑂𝑂𝐻 →  𝑀𝑛+ + 𝐿𝑂𝑂∙ +  𝐻+ 

Even though no iron metals were added to the control emulsions, oxidation was still 

pursued. Actually, trace amounts of iron can be present in the oil and water used to produce the 

emulsion. Moreover, a small part of dioxygen in the air is not at ground state (3O2, O=O), but 

at the excited state (1O2, 
●O-O●) due to air pollution and sun light (Wayne, 1994). The 1O2 

content in the atmosphere depends on the weather (Ogawa et al., 1996). Hydroxy radicals HO● 

in urban air were also quantified (Alaghmand & Blough, 2007). This natural presence of 

radicals in the air explains why oils are oxidized even without adding prooxidants. 

Once the initiation is completed, CDs are the primary products of oxidation. They are 

retained in many products after LOOH decomposition, e.g., in alcohols formed by hydrogen 

abstraction as well as in some scission products (Karen M. Schaich et al., 2017). The three 

curves tend to plateau over time. Similar results were also shown by Lethuaut et al. when 

sunflower oil emulsions were oxidized. This was explained by linking CD formation to oxygen 

consumption. In fact, the steady-state phase of CD formation was reached at the same time as 

a limiting value of O2 uptake; therefore, oxygen was considered as the limiting factor (Lethuaut 

et al., 2002). In addition, the plateau can be related to the fact that net CD values are the result 

of both CDs produced and CDs converted into secondary products of oxidation. 

In the samples where oxidation was induced using the radical initiator AAPH (10% w/v 

at 40 °C), CD formation was very fast; i.e., a lag phase of only 2 hours was recorded 

(supplementary data C). 

3.3. Correlation between FTIR spectra and CD value 

Correlation between standard oxidation measurement methods and infrared spectroscopy 

has been widely investigated, especially in bulk oil. Several researchers have been seeking 

relationships between peaks or spectral ranges and oxidation parameters (e.g., 990–940 cm−1 

with PV for microalgae oil (Cebi et al., 2017), 3700–3100 cm−1 and cis-bond frequency near 

3010 cm−1 with CD values and polyene index for salmon oil, marine lecithin and emulsions for 

their combination (BELHAJ et al., 2010), and the carbonyl region 1710–1670 cm−1 with 

TBARS in palm olein (Setiowaty & Che Man, 2003)). 



However, the FTIR spectra can be very hard to interpret because of overlapping bands 

(as described in subsection 3.1). In addition, different oxidation products can have similar 

functional groups that absorb energy in the same region. One should also notice that, in our 

case, the presence of a huge amount of water (80% v/v) aggravates this situation. 

The ability of the PLSR method to counteract these limitations was evaluated. Calibration 

models were calculated using the whole spectrum (4000–700 cm−1) and different spectral 

regions such as the hydroperoxide one (3800–3070 cm−1 and 3070–2800 cm−1), the carbonyl 

region (1800–1500 cm−1), and the fingerprint region (1500–700 cm−1). The calibration and 

cross-validation parameters are presented in Table 2. 

  



 

Table 2. Calibration and cross validation results of PLS models for CD value prediction. 

(R2 Pearson for p-value < 0.0005) 

 Regions (cm−1) Calibration Cross-validation N. 

factors R2 a RMSEC b R2 RMSECV c Bias d 

AAPH 4000–700 0.955 9.304 0.832 18.778 2.16 7 

3800–2800; 1800–700 0.93 11.55 0.837 17.87 0.418 6 

3800–3070 0.884 14.918 0.763 21.169 −0.735 5 

3070–2800 0.832 17.926 0.736 24.66 0.173 4 

1800–1500 0.975 6.948 0.846 16.002 1.167 7 

1500–900 0.905 13.488 0.814 21.583 0.305 5 

10−3M 

Fe2+ 

4000–700 0.991 5.122 0.816 24.713 0.367 7 

3800–2800; 1800–700 0.994 4.16 0.823 23.759 1.004 5 

3800–3070 0.996 3.292 0.655 33.374 3.281 7 

3070–2800 0.897 17.497 0.704 34.534 1.564 5 

1800–1500 0.911 16.281 0.791 24.139 1.831 5 

1500–900 0.968 9.805 0.928 18.165 1.803 5 

10−5M 

Fe2+ 

4000–700 0.979 5.62 0.859 14.117 −2.239 7 

3800–2800; 1800–700 0.971 6.599 0.854 14.781 −2.106 6 

3800–3070 0.967 7.086 0.817 18.328 −0.707 7 

3070–2800 0.835 15.76 0.469 28.051 −2.38 6 

1800–1500 0.96 7.78 0.784 18.447 −0.93 7 

1500–900 0.975 6.175 0.814 18.752 0.101 7 

a coefficient of determination, b root mean square error of calibration, c root mean square error 

of cross-validation, d average value of difference between predicted and measured values. 

  



 

In general, significant positive correlations were obtained. The coefficient of 

determination R2 varied between 0.996–0.832 and 0.928–0.469 for the calibration and cross-

validation models, respectively. These coefficients of determination R2 were, in all cases, more 

important than the R2 Pearson significance threshold value for p-value < 0.0005 (R2 Pearson = 

0.382). Error values ranged from 3.29 to 17.93 mmol eq LH kg-1
oil (RMSEC) and 14–34.5 mmol 

eq LH kg-1
oil (RMSECV). 

When using radical initiation, values of CDs range from 63.3–240.2 mmol eq LH kg−1
oil 

(mean value = 107). Models, whether calculated from the whole spectrum data or from specific 

data regions, provided good predictions of CD values. Indeed, coefficient of determination 

varied from 0.832 to 0.975, and RMSECVs ranged between 16–25.5 mmol eq LH kg-1
oil 

(corresponding to 14–23.8%). The 1800–1500 cm−1 range provided the best calibration model 

(Figure 3a). The same behavior was noticed for iron initiation. For the first initiation with 10−3 

M Fe2+, the measured CD values ranged from 51.8-220.3 mmol eq LH kg−1
oil (mean value = 

122.9) (Figure 3). 

When considering all the spectral ranges, the calibration model gave a R2 of 0.991 and a 

RMSEC = 5.12 mmol eq LH kg−1
oil (4.17%). The loading of factor 1 showed peaks like 3010 

cm−1, 1745 cm−1, 1720 cm−1, and 966 cm−1 that are closely related to lipid oxidation (data not 

shown). By just taking out all variables in the range of 2800 to 1800 cm−1 (where nothing 

changed in the spectrum during oxidation), an improvement of the calibration and prediction 

models was achieved. 



 

Figure 3. Calibration plot of FTIR-predicted vs. measured CD values 

(a) region 1800–1500 cm−1 for radical initiation (10% AAPH) and (b) region 1500–900 cm−1 

for iron (II) initiation (10−3 M) 

 

The region of hydroxyl vibration (3800–3070 cm−1) produced a good calibration model 

(R2 = 0.996 and RMSEC = 3.292 mmol eq LH kg−1
oil (2.6%)), but not a good prediction model 

(R2 = 0.655 and RMSECV = 33.374 mmol eq LH kg−1
oil). As for the region of 3070–2800 cm−1, 

which contained the cis-double bond, the calibration and cross-validation parameters were not 



satisfying. This can be simply explained by the presence of the broad band of water in this 

region that hides changes in the weak band at 3010 cm−1. Hayati et al. stated the same problem, 

even though they were studying a 70% o/w emulsion (only 30% water phase) (Hayati et al., 

2005). 

The region of 1800–1500 cm−1 provided calibration and validation models with good R2, 

but with a considerable RMSECV of 24.139 mmol eq LH kg−1
oil (19.6%). This result is 

acceptable considering that different bands appear in this region during oxidation (see 

subsection 3.1). Therefore, issues due to overlap may occur. However, the best model was the 

one using the fingerprint region (1500–900 cm−1). It provided good coefficient of determination 

and low error (RMSEC = 8% and RMSECV = 14%) for calibration and validation models. This 

PLSR model uses only five factors and presents good prediction ability (bias = 1.803, or 

1.46%). Figure 3b shows the scatter plots of measured CD values vs the predicted values from 

this model. This result is related, at least partly, to the presence of the trans-double bonds band 

at 968 cm−1. This band was not altered by the presence of water and is already known to be the 

predominant prediction factor of oxidation (Cebi et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2007). Actually, trans-

double bonds do not occur naturally in plant lipids, they are produced during oxidation 

(Borchman & Sinha, 2002). 

For the samples where 10−5 M of iron (II) was added, CD values ranged from 66.8–184.6 

mmol eq LH kg−1
oil (mean value = 128.1). Good correlations were found when using the whole 

spectral range, the 1800–1500 cm−1 region, and the fingerprint region. Once again, the use of 

the region 3070–2800 cm−1 resulted in models with the lowest coefficient of determination (R2 

= 0.835) and, importantly, a RMSECV of 28.05 mmol eq LH kg−1
oil. 

4. Conclusion 

In this work, lipid oxidation was monitored and quantified in o/w emulsions using CD 

values after a lipid extraction. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy combined with chemometrics tools 

(PLSR) allowed a rapid, easy, and accurate prediction of CD values of emulsions without any 

sample preparation. PLSR models were established using whole spectra (4000–700 cm−1), the 

carbonyl region (1800–1500 cm−1) and the fingerprint regions (1500–700 cm−1). These models 

provided good prediction of CD values with an average error (mean of RMSECV) of less than 

18%. The developed ATR-FTIR technique is cost-effective, fast, nondestructive (with a very 

small volume of sample is necessary), and it minimizes the use of organic solvents. Though the 

presence of water, it seems not necessary to use Raman-spectroscopy to monitor oil oxidation 



in an emulsion. For the first time, this technique provides a good tool to predict oxidation status 

in complex systems such as 20% o/w emulsions—without oil extraction—so that it can be used 

for omega-3-enriched liquid foods. However, to assure good results, the emulsions must remain 

physically stable. Changes in oil droplet size may induce different interactions with light, which 

change the infrared spectra unrelated to oxidation events. 

5. Application of ATR-FTIR on lecithin-stabilized emulsion 

The aim of this section was to check if the analytical method could be applied to 

emulsions with lecithin as surfactant. 

The emulsifiers used industrially to stabilize oil-in-water emulsions are usually 

synthetic ones. There has been an increasing consumer demand for more natural, 

environmentally friendly, and sustainable commercial products (McClements & Gumus, 2016). 

The phospholipid-based functional ingredients used as emulsifiers in commercial products are 

usually called lecithins. Lecithins can be isolated from numerous biological sources, with the 

most common being soybeans, eggs, milk, rapeseed, canola seed, cottonseed, and sunflower 

(Cui & Decker, 2016; McClements & Gumus, 2016). The most common phospholipids found 

in commercial lecithin ingredients are phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphotidyletanolamine 

(PE), phosphatidylinositol (PI), and phosphatidic acid (PA), see (Erreur ! Source du renvoi 

introuvable.) (Cui & Decker, 2016). The hydrophilic head-groups of phospholipids are typically 

both anionic (PI and PA) or zwitterionic (PC and PE), with the charge depending strongly on 

pH. The non-polar tail groups of phospholipids usually have two fatty acids, which can vary in 

the number of carbon atoms and double bonds they contain. The amphiphilic character allowed 

usage of lecithins as surface-active agents. 

The beneficial health effects of phospholipids have been well exposed. The benefits 

included regulating the inflammatory reaction, e.g. arthritis, inhibiting tumor growth and 

metastasis, lowering cholesterol and cardiovascular risks, enhancing learning and memory, and 



improving immunological functions and acting on Parkinson’s disease (Canty & Zeisel, 1994; 

L. Liu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2018).  

Lecithin can be a substrate for oxidation, pro-oxidant and antioxidant (Cui & Decker, 

2016). Due to their insaturations, phospholipids can undergo oxidation through the radical chain 

reactions. The reaction is initiated in the presence of heat, light, oxygen or transition metals 

(such as iron). This process leads to low molecular weight compounds like aldehydes and 

ketones, resulting in rancidity and off-flavors. In the other hand, in bulk oil, phospholipids can 

form reversed micelles. These microstructures present oil-water interfaces where hydrophilic 

prooxidants (e.g. iron) are in close contact with oxidation substrates. Thus, the rate of oxidation 

increases. 

 



 

Figure 4. The structures of some phospholipids (Cui & Decker, 2016) 

(PA) Phosphatidic acid, (PG) Phosphatidylglycerol, (PC) Phosphatidylcholine, (PI) 

Phosphatidylinositol, (PE) Phosphatidylethanolamine, (LPC) Lysophosphatidylcholine, (PS) 

Phosphatidylserine and (SPM) Sphingomyelin 

 

The impact of phospholipids is closely related to the system nature: homogenous, 

heterogeneous, tocopherols presence and content… First, it had been clearly proved that lecithin 

chelate iron (Choe et al., 2014). This binding capacity varies in function of phospholipids 

composition (different charge for PA, PS, PC and PE), and depends on pH value and iron 

concentration. Even though lecithin can chelate iron, but not necessarily inhibit lipid oxidation. 



Actually, iron chelation to be effective on inhibiting lipid oxidation, it should ensure a decrease 

of iron reactivity. Some chelators, when binding to iron, increase its solubility and thus its 

reactivity. In addition, several authors identified phospholipids as antioxidant through 

synergetic effect with other antioxidants (e.g. tocopherols) (Choe et al., 2014; Doert et al., 2012; 

K. Samdani et al., 2018). This synergism could be due to the ability of phospholipids to form 

antioxidative Maillard reaction products in the presence of tocopherols, alter the physical 

location of tocopherols and/or regenerate tocopherols. Phospholipids such as PE have a primary 

amine group that can serve as a Maillard reaction substrate. Besides, carbonyls produced from 

the 𝛽-scission reactions of lipid oxidation (e.g. aldehydes and ketones) can provide the other 

substrate allowing Maillard reactions to occur. These products where known for their ability to 

scavenge free radicals. As both tocopherols and phospholipids have surface activity properties, 

their combination could influence the physical location of tocopherols as well as other primary 

antioxidants and then bring it into close proximity to the site of greatest oxidative stress (Cui & 

Decker, 2016; K. Samdani et al., 2018). Regeneration of oxidized 𝛼-tocopherol would help 

inhibit lipid oxidation by (1) eliminating pro-oxidative oxidized 𝛼-tocopherol and (2) re-

forming antioxidative 𝛼-tocopherol (Cui & Decker, 2016). The regeneration mechanism of 

α-tocopherol by phospholipids such as PE and PS is presented in Erreur ! Source du renvoi 

introuvable.. 



 

Figure 5. The regeneration mechanism of α-tocopherol by PE and PS (Doert et al., 2012) 

 

PE or PS regenerate α-tocopheryl quinone to α-tocopherone via an amino-carbonyl 

reaction. The PS-α-tocopherone can be directly converted into α-tocopherol through 

decarboxylation. However, PS only occurs in plant lecithins in small amounts; therefore, the 

reaction is not of interest. On the other hand, in the reaction of PE, the heterolytic decomposition 

of the α-tocopherone is blocked. Nevertheless, the decomposition is catalyzed by acids. PE-α-

tocopherone reacts through a heterolytic cleavage to a carbanion and PE-imine and then forms 

α-tocopherol by adding a proton. The other possible reaction is PE-α-tocopherone forms a 



carbenium ion through the heterolytic cleavage and then it is reduced to α-tocopherol by PE or 

L-ascorbic acid (Doert et al., 2012). 

Practically, emulsions were prepared using the same strategy detailed previously. 

Synthetic emulsifiers were replaced with high oleic sunflower lecithin supplied by Cargill 

texturizing solutions (Hamburg, Germany). Iron solution was added to a final concentration of 

1 mM. Oxidation level was monitored by reference method (CD value) and ATR-FTIR 

spectroscopy. The CD value ranged from 65 to 180 mmol eq.LH.kg-1 oil. Partial least square 

regression (PLSR) was used to check correlations between the two methods. Cross-validation 

was chosen to validate the calibration model due to the reduced number of samples. Several 

ranges of spectral data were tested. Parameters of formed models are summarized in Erreur ! 

Source du renvoi introuvable.. 

Table 3. The calibration and validation parameters of PLSR models (15 samples oxidized 

with 10-3 M of Fe 2+) 

Regions (cm-1) 

Calibration Cross Validation Factors 

R2a RMSECb R2 RMSECVc Bias d  

4000-700 0.986 4.505 0.949 9.181 1.187 5 

3800-2800; 1800-700 0.998 1.675 0.98 5.704 0.839 7 

3800-3070 0.984 4.69 0.945 9.52 0.125 5 

3070-2800 0.942 9.54 0.911 12.625 -0.344 3 

1800-1500 0.99 3.809 0.910 12.106 0.479 6 

1500-700 0.997 2.022 0.898 13.35 1.433 6 

a coefficient of determination, b root mean square error of calibration, c root mean square error 

of cross validation, d average value of difference between predicted and measured values 

 



All models were relatively good. The coefficients of determination for calibration as for 

cross-validation were quite higher than r2 of Pearson for p value < 0.05% (r2 = 0.578). Errors 

varied between 1.67 to 13.3 mmol eq LH.kg-1 oil which corresponds to 1.5 - 11.9%. The best 

prediction model (the second model) was the one taking into account the whole spectra without 

the middle part where there is no variation. The loading plot of its first factor (PC1) was 

presented in Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. 

 

Figure 6. Loading plot of factor one from the PLSR using regions of 3800-2800 and 

1800-700 cm-1 

 

It shows important variables that were identified as signs of lipid oxidation (3500, 2925, 

2852, 1745 and 966 cm-1…). Combining these two regions (3800-2800; 1800-700 cm-1) 

allowed to achieve a coefficient of determination R2 of 0.998 and the lowest error of prediction 

RMSECV of 5.7 mmol eq LH.kg-1 oil (5% error) Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. 



 

Figure 7. Relation between reference CD values and those predicted using ATR-FTIR 

model 

 

 

Figure 8. ATR-FTIR spectra of lecithin emulsifier (4000-600cm-1) 

 



In conclusion, despite the complex spectrum of lecithin (Erreur ! Source du renvoi 

introuvable.). FTIR spectroscopy allowed a good prediction of CD value. Thus, it can be used 

for monitoring lipid oxidation in such oil-in-water emulsions. 
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